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BiOS, Inc. LAUNCHES NEW WEBSITE
Cutting-edge IT solutions at your fingertips…
Tokyo, JP, February 01, 2012 – BiOS, Inc. is delighted to announce the launch of their new and improved website:
http://www.biosjp.com. The site features a new design with an ergonomic approach, offering a faster and easier browsing
experience for clients in and outside of Japan.
The newly designed website delivers dedicated pages for staffing solutions and job opportunities, explained in their detailed service
description, so that every visitor can easily assimilate the benefits of incorporating cutting-edge IT solutions into their business. The
website is introduced in fully bilingual versions, English and Japanese, offering also a contact information page in French, Spanish
and Portuguese.
“Our website has a fresh feel and market-driven new look which I think appeals to a wide audience in the global IT field” comments
BiOS Operations Manager, Kenji Sakota. “The new website is much more than just an improved approach, it is about building a
stronger and everlasting relationship with current and prospective clients in and outside of Japan”. When overhauling the site,
designers kept it objective and clear with a user-friendly concept.
Easy to navigate and designed with a consumer consciousness, the new www.biosjp.com is a merged reflection of the company’s
new direction.
BiOS began operations in 1998 with a mission of becoming Japan's leading bilingual IT solutions provider - focused on delivering
customized services at market-competitive pricing. Since then we have developed strategic partnerships with a growing number of
major Japanese firms, and have established close ties with some of the world's leading IT vendors. As BiOS continues to grow, so
does our commitment to delivering services that set us apart from our competitors.
###
If you’d like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview with Alexandre Kawano, please call the Marketing Dept. at
+81 3 4588 2228 or email them at marketing@biosjp.com.
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